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Abstract: This paper presents the recognition of 
Cantonese speech commands using a proposed neural 
fuzzy network with rule switches. By introducing a 
switch to each rule, the optimal number of rules can be 
learned. An improved genetic algorithm (CA) is 
proposed to train the parameters of the membership 
functions and the optimal rule set for the proposed neural 
fuzzy network. An application example of Cantonese 
command recognition in electronic books will be given to 
illustrate the merits of the proposed approach. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Speech recognition involves two processes: feature 
extraction and recognition. Feature extraction is a 
preprocessing stage to extract the feature parameters of each 
spoken word. Since spoken words are sensitive to 
environmental noise and human factors, a distinguished 
feature extraction technique have to he employed to identify 
each word. The commonly used approaches for feature 
extraction are the filter bank modeling 2nd linear predictive 
coding (LPC) analysis [I] .  Filter hank filtering analysis is 
based on a model of human ears. The bandwidths of the 
band-pass filters are distributed in mel-scale and hark-scale, 
as human ears are more sensitive to low frequency 
components. LPC analysis aims to mimic the human vocal 
tract. It approximates the current sampled speech as a linear 
combination of its past samples. The time-domain speech 
signals are first windowed into kames, and the 
autocorrelation coefficients between 6 m e s  are obtained. 
Classification is the next stage of the speech recognition 
system. It is used to determine the class that the feature 
parameters belong to. Speech classification is usually done 
using a pattem recognition approach or a statistical analysis 
approach. Artificial neural network (ANN) and hidden 
Markov model (HMM) are used for pattem recognition and 
statistical analysis respectively. ANN is distinct in 
discrimination; thus, matching template patterns with testing 
patterns can he employed to do the classification. However, 
the number of mathematical operations required is large if the 
ANN has a large number of input parameters. Thus, ANN is 
suitable for the recognition of short speeches only. HMM is 
good at statistical modeling of continuous speech signals. 
The states in the HMM characterize the phonemes, and the 
speech is formulated into a sequence of states. 
' The work described in this papcr was fully supported by a grant from the 
Centre for Multimedia Signal Processing, n e  Hong Kong Polytcchnic 
University (project number A432). 
Cantonese command recognition is a challenging because 
Cantonese is a nine-tonal and syllabic language [Z]. Some 
Cantonese words are difficult to discriminate owing to the 
similar tones. Other human factors will. introduce additional 
difficulties in obtaining a good performance. A good 
algorithm for the speech feature extraction and classification 
is important to achieve a high success rate of recognition. 
Electronic Books (eBooks) are small handheld devices that 
can offer rich contents and features, such as multimedia 
effects, instant dictionaries and bookmark functions etc. An 
eBook Reader should have no keyboard or mouse. The main 
input device is a touch screen. As many functions are 
implemented in a single eBook Reader, it is not convenient to 
access these functions through menus and hot keys. Thus, a 
one-step commanding process using speech is proposed for 
eBooks. To realize speech recognition for commanding, a 
modified neural fuzzy network with rule switches trained by 
an improved GA is proposed in this paper. The proposed 
NFN incorporated rule switches to change the network 
structure according to different patterns. On applying the 
proposed NFN, the performance of speech recognition is 
improved, and the time of training is shortened. The 
proposed GA has the advantage of offering a global solution. 
In this paper, the proposed NFN is used to recognize three 
Cantonese words, and implemented in an eBook Reader 
practically. 
This paper is organized as follows. The NFN with rule 
switches is presented in section 11. The improved GA is 
presented in section Ill. Some benchmark functions are used 
to test the improved GA. The speech recognition system is 
presented in section IV. In section V, the application and 
results are detailed. A conclusion will he drawn in section VI. 
11. NEURAL FUZZY NETWORK WITH RULE 
SWITCHES 
In general, an NFN achieves leaming by: ( I )  defining a 
network structure, and (2) running a learning algorithm. In 
this paper, we use a fuzzy associative memory (FAM) [3-4, 
IO] type of rule base for the NFN. An FAM is formed by 
partitioning the universe of discourse of each fuzzy variable 
according to the level of fuzzy resolution chosen for the 
antecedents, thereby generating grids of FAM elements. 
Each grid element in the FAM corresponds to a fuzzy 
premise. An FAM is thus interpreted as a geometric or 
tabular representation of a fuzzy logic rule base. Usually, the 
network structure is fixed for a leaming process as the 
number of rules is fixed. For an NFN, the number of possible 
rules may be too large while some rules may not be needed. 
The implementation cost is then unnecessarily increased. 
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Thus, a multi-input-multi-output NFN that can give an 
optimal number of rules and membership functions is 
proposed. The main difference between the proposed 
network and the traditional network is that a unit step 
function is added to each rule. The unit step functions is 
defined as, 
This is equivalent to adding a switch to each rule in the NFN. 
The rule is used if the corresponding rule switch is closed; 
otherwise, the rule is removed. Referring to Fig. I ,  we define 
the input and output variables as xi and y ,  respectively; 
where i = 1,2, . . ., ni.; n, is the number of input variables; j = 
1, 2, ,,., no",; no", is the number of output variables. The 
behavior of y j  of the NFN is govemed by m, fuzzy rules of 
the following format: 
Rg: IF x , ( I )  is A I B ( ~ , ( t ) )  AND x , ( l )  is A,#(x , ( t ) )  
AND _.. AND x ,J l )  is A, ,*Jxm,"( t ) )  
THEN y j  ( I )  is wjp , g = I ,  2, . . . , m,; t = I ,  2, . . ., nd (2) 
where nd is the number of input-output data pairs; Ais ( x ,  ( I ) )  
is the fuzzy term corresponding to xj(t); wja , j = 1,2, . . . , n,,,,, 
is the output singleton of the rule g; g E [1,2 ,..., m,] . The 
grade of the membership of each rule is defined as, 
The j-th output of the NFN, y,{t), is defined as, 
.Uz ( 1 )  = (1, (0) x A*&. ( x ,  ( t ) )  x.. . x A","s (x.,. (0) (3) 
(4) 
where 5, denotes the rule switch parameter of the g-th rule. 
111. IMPROVED GENETIC ALGORITHM 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a directed random search 
technique [5,  91 that is widely applied in complex 
optimization problems [5-7, 91, where the number of 
parameters is large and the analytical global solutions are 
difficult to obtain. Much research effort has been put to 
improve the performance of GA. Different selection schemes 
and genetic operations were proposed. Selection schemes 
such as rank-based selection, elitist strategies, steady-state 
election and tournament selection were reported [SI. There 
are two kinds of genetic operations, namely crossover and 
mutation. The standard GA process [5-6, 91 is shown in Fig. 
2. In this paper, the standard GA is modified and new 
genetic operations [14] are introduced. The improved GA 
process is shown in Fig. 3. Its details are given as follows. 
A .  Initial Population 
first set of population is usually generated randomly. 
The initial population is a potential solution set P. The 
p =  b I . P I . ~ ~ ~ 3 P , , ~ s b r ~  ( 5 )  
Pi =[pi, P,, " '  P I ,  :.. P,,.,  > 1 
(6) i = 1,2, . . ., pop-size; j = 1,2,  . . ., no-vars 
(7) 
where pop-size denotes the population size; no-vars denotes 
the number of variables to be tuned; pi, ' s  are the parameters 
to be tuned; paraAi, and para:, are the minimum and 
maximum values of the parameter p .  respectively for all i .  
It can be seen from ( 5 )  to (7) that the potential solution set P 
contains some candidate solutions pi (chromosomes). The 
chromosome pi contains some variables p ,  (genes). 
B. Evaluation 
para:,. 5 p,, 5 paraL, 
'i 
Each chromosome in the population will be evaluated by a 
defined fitness function. The better chromosomes will return 
higher values in this process. The fitness function to evaluate 
a chromosome in the population can he written as, 
The form of the fitness function depends on the application. 
C. Selection 
+fitness = f@,) (8) 
Two chromosomes in the population will he selected to 
undergo genetic operations for reproduction by the method of 
spinning the roulette wheel [SI. It is believed that high 
potential parents will produce better offspring (survival of the 
best ones). The chromosome having a higher fitness value 
should therefore have a higher chance to be selected. First, 
we assign a probability qi to the chromosome pi : 
, i = 1,2, . . ., pop-size (9) 
f ( P i )  
c f ( P , )  4, = p"p s h e  
h=l 
The cumulative probability for p, is defined as, 
4, = Cqk , i.= 1,2, ..., pop-size (10) 
k=> 
Then we randomly generate a nonzero floating-point number, 
d E [0 I].  The chromosome p, is selected if i , ,  < d 5 i ,  
( io = 0). A chromosome having a largerfl pi ) will therefore 
have a higher chance to be selected. Thus, the best 
chromosomes will get more offspring, the average will stay 
and the worst will die off. In this process, two chromosomes 
will be selected to undergo the genetic operations. 
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D. Genetic Operations 
The genetic operations are to reproduce some new 
chromosomes (offspring) from their selected parents. They 
include the crossover and the mutation operations. 
Crossover 
The crossover operation exchanges information of the two 
parents, chromosomes p I  and p2, obtained in the selection 
process. The two parents will produce one offspring. First, 
four chromosomes will be generated according to the 
Mutation 
The offspring (17) will then undergo the mutation 
operation, which changes the genes of the chromosomes. In 
general, various methods like boundary mutation, uniform 
mutation or non-uniform mutation [S, 11-13] can be 
employed to realize the mutation operation. In this paper, a 
different process of mutation is proposed as follows. 
Every gene of the offspring 0, of (1 7) will have a chance to 
mutate govemed by a probability of mutation, p ,  E [0 I], 
which is defined bv the user. This orobabilitv eives an 
_ L  
expected number ( p ,  x no-vars) of genes that undergo the 
mutation. For each gene, a random number between 0 and 1 
(I1) will be generated such that if it is less than or equal to p ,  , 
(12) the operation of mutation will take place on that gene. The 
gene of the offspring of (17) is then mutated by: 
o ~ ,  +Bo,: iff(o,  + A o : ) > f ( o ,  -Ao:,) 
os, - A O , ~  iff(o,  + A O ; ) < ~ ( O ,  -AO;)' 
where w E [0 11 denotes a weight to be determined by users, 
max(p,,p,) denotes the vector with each element obtained 
by taking the maximum among the corresponding element of 
pI and p2, e.g. max([l - 2  31[2 3 1]=[2 3 31 . 
Similarly, min(p,,p,) gives a vector by taking the minimum 
value, e.g. min([l - 2  31[2 3 I]= [I - 2  11. Among 
os: to os:, the one with the largest fitness value is the 
offspring os of the crossover operation: 
(17) 
b 
os-[os, os2 ... =os, 
where io, denotes the index i that gives a maximum value of 
f (os : ) ,  i = I ,  2 , 3 , 4 .  
If the crossover operation can give a good offspring, a 
higher fitness value can be reached in less iteration. In 
general, two-point crossover, multipoint crossover, arithmetic 
crossover or heuristic crossover can he used to realize the 
crossover operation [5, 11-13]. The offspring generated by 
these methods, however, may not be better than that from our 
approach. As seen from (1 1) to (14), the potential offspring 
from the crossover operation spreads over the domain. While 
( I  I )  m d  (14) result in searching around the centre region of 
the domain (a value of w near to 1 in (14) moves os: to be 
near L), P +P2 (12) and (13) move the potential offspring to 
2 
be near the domain boundary (a small w in (12) and (13) 




AoE=[O 0 ... Ao: ... 01 
Ao:,=[O 0 ... Aoi ... 01 
r E [O I] is a randomly generated number; w,, E (0 I] is a 
weight governing the magnitudes of AosY and AonY. The 
value of weight wmA depends on the value of - , where r is 
the iteration number and T is the total number of iterations. 
The value of weight wm, should decrease as f increases. 
Based on this idea, a monotonic decreasing function 




where w, E [0 I] and w r  > 0 determine the initial value and 
the decay rate respectively. Their values are chosen by the 
user. For a large value of w ,  it can be seen from (19) and (20) 
that Ao" = r(puraka - c J , ~ ~  and Aot =.(a,' -parai in)  as 
= 1 , which ensure a large search space. When the 
'k 
I 
= 0 , the values of Ao,: and Ao,; are 
small to ensure a small search space for fine-tuning. 
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E. Reproduction 
The new offspring will he evaluated using the fitness 
function of (8). This new offspring will replace the 
chromosome with the smallest fitness value among the 
population if a randomly generated number within 0 to 1 is 
smaller than p ,  E[O 11 , which is the probability of 
acceptance defined by users. Otherwise, the new offspring 
will replace the chromosome with the smallest fitness value 
only if the fitness value of the offspring is greater than the 
fitness value of that chromosome in the population. pa  is 
effectively the probability of accepting a had offspring in 
order to reduce the chance of converging to a local optimum. 
After the operation of selection, crossover, mutation and 
reproduction, a new population is generated. This new 
population will repeat the same process. Such an iterative 
process can he terminated when the result reaches a defined 
condition, e.g. a defined number of iteration has been reached. 
IV. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
A speech recognition system for three Cantonese 
command words for an eBook is proposed. Referring to Fig. 
4, the speech recognition system involves five processes: 
speech recording, electrical signal conversion, feature 
extraction, feature classification, and command execution. 
Cantonese words are recorded by the eBook Reader. The 
speech signals are sampled and fed to the feature extractor to 
get the feature parameters representing the spoken word. 
There are various kinds of parametric representations. such as 
short time energy, zero crossing rates and level crossing rates 
etc. [l] .  In this paper, the filter-hank spectrum analysis 
modeling method is used. Speech signals are transformed 
from time-domain to frequency domain using Fast Fourier 
Transform. The frequency components of the spoken words 
are analyzed by a uniform filter-bank, which comprises a set 
of band-pass filters with the same bandwidth evenly 
distributed along the speech spectrum. The mean amplitude 
of the speech signal at the output of each band-pass filter is: 
m 
IO log 
, a = l , 2 , 3  ..., k. (24) *=I c,(a) = m 
where c, denotes the mean amplitude value of the frame, a 
denotes the speech frame number, k is the total number of 
frames, m is the number of frequency components within the 
bandwidth of each hand-pass filter, sab denotes the 
amplitude of the speech signal of frame a at the b-th sampled 
frequency. 
d , ( a  + 1) = c,(a + I)  -c,(a) , (25) 
d ,  (1) = c ,  (1) (26) 
(24) reflects the mean energy of the speech signal in a given 
frequency hand. The correlation between the hand-pass 
filters given by (25) and (26) will be used as the feature 
parameters to represent the spoken word. These feature 
parameters are fed to the modified NFN, which is used to 
recognize the input speech command. The NFN inputs 
are x =.-?.- ,where d, = [d,(l) d,(2) ... d,(k)] , (I.(( 
denotes the l2 vector norm. The NFN outputs are given by, 
where qi ,  i = I ,  2, ..., n,.,, denotes the value of target class. 
The desired value of qi is either 0 or 1, reflecting the class of 
the speech inpot. The value of qi is near to 1 if the 
corresponding input pattern belongs to class i; otherwise, it is 
near to 0. The aim of the classifier is used to maximize the 
fitness function as follows. 
E -  
d 
iid.n 
Yd = [ q 1 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ . ~ q & , , ~  (27) 
m l \ Y d ( t ) b Y ( f ] r  




1 fiiness = - 
l + e r r  
where y&) is the desired output vector; y(t) is the network 
output vector; m m g a t  is the number of training patterns. 
During the operation, the index of the largest element of y(t) 
indicates the possible class that the input pattern belongs to 
V. APPLICATION AND RESULTS 
The speech recognition system shown in .Fig. 4 is 
implemented in a prototyped eBook Reader. The three 
Cantonese command words are sampled at IlkHz, 8-bit 
mono and the amplitude of each sample is normalized to lie 
between -1 to 1. 100 training patlerns,and 20 testing patterns 
for each command word are recorded from a male speaker. 
The Cantonese words, “s”, “ f ’  and ‘‘ZP (3 classes), are 
used to represent the eBook commands of “Using Pen”, 
“Zoom-in” and “Annotation”, ,respectively. We use (24) to 
(26) to obtain 20 feature parameters from each command 
word. Examples of the feature parameters for the three 
Cantonese command words are shown in Fig. 5. A 20-input- 
3-output NFN is used to recognize the three command words. 
The membership functions of the modified NFN are defined 
as follows. 
where the parameters X ,  and D,# are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the g-th membership function 
respectively. The improved GA is employed to train the 
proposed NFN based on the training patterns to maximize the 
following fitness function. 
(32) 
1 fitness = - 
1 + err 
The number of training patterns for the modified NFN is 
300. The first 100 training patterns are the feature 
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parameters of the Cantonese word “3”. Thus, the first 100 
vectors of yr are [I 0 01. The next 100 training patterns are 
the feature parameters of the Cantonese word ‘‘A’’, and the 
corresponding 100 vectors of yd are [0 1 01. The last 100 
training patterns are the feature parameters of the Cantonese 
word “;$”, and the corresponding 100 vectors of yr are [0 0 
I]. The number of membership functions, mfi for the 
modified NFN is changed from 4 to 10. The learning process 
is done by a personal computer with a P4 1.4GHz CPU and 
256 ME3 RAM. The number of iterations for training is 3000; 
w = O . 5 , p , = O . O 1 ; w ~ = O . 5 , w , = 5 , p . = O . O 1  forallcases. 
After the training, 60 testing patterns (3  Cantonese words x 
20) are used to test the performance of the modified NFN. 
The fitness value from training and the number of the 
parameters used in the training are tabulated in Table I. The 
fitness value for testing and the testing error of each spoken 
word are tabulated in Table 11. 
For comparison, a traditional NFN h-ained by GA with 
arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation [9] is also 
used to do the same job. The iteration number is 3000, the 
shape parameter, the probability of crossover and the 
probability of mutation [9]  are chosen to be 1, 0.8 and 0.01 
respectively. The results are tabulated in Tables I11 and IV. 
Referring to tables I and 111, the proposed network uses 
fewer parameters than the traditional network to get a better 
result. Taking the recognition error as a reference, we 
observe from tables I1 and IV that the best result occurs when 
m/ = 8 (3/60 errors) for the proposed NFN, and m, = 9 (9160 
errors) for the traditional NFN. This indicates that the 
proposed NFN performs better. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
A modified neural-fuzzy network with rule switches has 
been proposed. An. improved genetic algorithm has been 
used to train the membership function parameters and the 
rule set of the modified NFN. The trained NFN has been 
applied to recognize Cantonese speech commands, and 
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Fig. 1, Proposed neural fuzzy network with rule switches. 




while (not termination condition) do 
11 c number of iteration 
evaluatcAP( r)) liflP(r)):titncss function 




perform genetic opcrations (crossover and mutation) 




Fig. 2. Proccdure of the standard CA. 
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~~~ 
'rocedure ofthe improved GA 
,e@" 
C+O 11 c number of iteration 
initialize P(r) //P(r): population far iteration r 




pcrfom cmsover operation according to equations (1 1) - (17) 





perform mutation operation according to equations 
08)-(23)  
5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
0.9997 09%8 0.9991 0.9918 0.9992 0.9994 
206 245 286 326 368 408 
to generate thc offspring os 
I/ reproduce a new P ( 3  
if random number c p .  Ilp-: probability ofacceptancc 
08 replaces the chromosome with the smallest fitness 
value in the papulation 
08 replaces the chromosome with the smallest 
fitness value 
evaluateffP(r)) 






Fig. 3. Proccdurc ofthe improvcd GA 
173 216 259 302 345 388 431 
FCM. 1 IkHr. Sbit mono 
sample 
Electical signal 
recording conversion Extraction 
Table IV. Number of rccagnition error and the filncss value for testing the 3 
Cantonese command words using the traditional NFN trained by CA with 




Fig. 4. Block diagram of Cantonese command recognition system. 
E , ,  , , . , , , , , , , 
f 
Table I. Fitness value and number ofparameters used in the proposed NFN 
trained by the improved CA. (IO0 training patterns for each command) 
my 1 4 1  5 1  6 1  7 1  8 1  9 1  IO 
* I  0 I 0 1  0 1  0 1  0 1  0 1  0 
/ilness I 0.8865 I 0.8765 I 0.9050 I 0.9W8 I 0.9686 I 0.9611 1 0.8929 
l d  I 
Table 11. Number ofrecognition error and the fitness value for testing the 3 
Cantonese command words using the proposed NFN r i th  rule switches 
trained by the improved GA (20 testing pattcms for each command). 
m, 1 4 1  5 1  6 1  7 1  8 1  9 I IO 
Fitness I 0.9682 I 0.9504 I 0.9937 I 0.9903 I 0.9821 I 0.9922 I 0.9806 
Table Ill. Fitness value and number ofparameters uscd in the traditional 
NFN traincd by CA with arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation 
(100 training panems for each command). 
I I c I ' I  7 I o  I o  I , n I  
, , ' , , . I > I Y , , I " I Z ,  ," 
f i l n e s ~  I 0.8588 I 0.8844 I 0.8546 I 0.9144 I 0.9044 I 0.9333 I 0.9208 
Fig. 5. 20 speech feahlre parameters ofthc first training template 
(+ e, 0: *, *: Z ) .  
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